
WALL STICKER
INSTALLATION GUIDE

 

Open the tube & gently pull out the wall sticker. There may
be some creases this is normal.Use a credit card/applicator
to remove any air bubbles or creases from the sticker.
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Unroll your sticker from the packaging and flatten the sticker. Make sure it’s error-free and you’re
happy with the design before installation – Spot an issue? Please email us sales@gdirect.co.uk

 

Start to remove the transfer tape (Suggest from a top
corner). Take this process very slow and pull the transfer
tape downwards but try to avoid pulling away from the
wall. If the sticker stays on transfer tape push back up and
push your credit card over the affected area and then
retry.Finally, work your credit card or applicator over the
transferred wall sticker and wipe down with a soft cloth.
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VIDEO INSTRUCTIONS AVAILABLE ON
WWW . G D I R E C T . C O . U K

 

Apply a few pieces of masking tape to the top of your wall
sticker to create a hinge (As Shown).Measure up where you
want to place your wall sticker. When you are happy, attach
to the wall by the masking tape.2
 

Keep the transfer tape away from your wall. When you are
ready and keeping the transfer tape tense start to push it
into the wall as shown. Using a credit card/applicator start to
rub over the application tape, working down & out taking
your time.
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We are always here to help so please give us a chance before you leave feedback.
Please email us sales@gdirect.co.uk or use our Live Chat on our website www.gdirect.co.uk 

WHERE CAN WE
APPLY THESE?

 

WHERE YOU CAN APPLY & REMOVAL 

 

GET 20% OFF NEXT ORDER 
USE COUPON(20FFF)
WWW . G D I R E C T . C O . U K

 

You will need 
 
- A hairdryer
- A little patience
 
Follow these steps
 
1) Turn on your hairdryer at the lowest setting to begin with. Start with a small section of the sticker, holding the
hairdryer between five and eight inches away from the wall, and test the temperature of the surface with your hand
every few second. When it feels warm to the touch, switch the hairdryer off – if the adhesive heats up too much it’ll
become tacky and may not come away when you remove the vinyl wall decal.
 
2) Now gently peel back a corner of the sticker. It should come easily away from the wall; if it doesn’t, bring the
hairdryer back for a few more seconds and try again.
 
3) Continue peeling the decal off the wall, applying the heat from the hairdryer to each section as needed. Work
slowly to avoid causing damage to the paint underneath – this is where that patience comes in, especially if you’re
trying to learn how to remove wall quote decals which are likely to have a more complex shape or design.

 

Painted Wall

 

Glass

 

Mirror

 

Wardrobe

NOT SUITABLE
SURFACES 

 

Brick

 

Rough Wall

 

Wallpaper

 

Flakey Paint

HOW TO
REMOVE 
YOUR 
WALL 
STICKERS? 


